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INVESTOR AND TRADING UPDATE
INVESTEC PROPERTY FUND
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The Fund continues to focus on its four strategic objectives, which it believes are key to delivering performance in the
challenging and volatile local operating environment:
1.
Revenue security and growth
2.
Client service excellence
3.
Value add asset management and capital allocation
4.
Cost efficiency and system optimisation

01

Revenue security and growth
Sustainability of income growth can only be secured
through pro-active de-risking of future contractual
revenue. This is achieved through early, continual and
pro-active client engagement well in advance of lease
expiry to understand clients’ needs. The Fund has
concluded leases on two-thirds of leases expiring during
FY19 with vacancies having reduced marginally since
year end.

02

Client service excellence
The Fund’s continual client engagement strategy and
formal client feedback programme aims to ensure
clients’ needs are timeously addressed and service
delivery remains relevant, enabling us to try to differentiate ourselves in an otherwise commoditised market.
Although the feedback to date through the client scoring
mechanisms have shown positive improvement, there
is still room for improvement before we are able to fully
deliver an out of the ordinary service offering.

03

Value add asset management
and capital allocation
The Fund’s strategy focuses on efficient capital allocation
to maximize asset returns on a long-term risk adjusted
basis.

The Fund’s diversified balance sheet provides investment
entry points into five established platforms, with dedicated local teams on the ground across South Africa,
Australia, the UK and Europe. The three offshore platforms
(representing 13% of the Fund’s balance sheet) provides
the Fund with access into developed markets and offers
different risk adjusted return profiles and strategic focus.
South Africa remains the core focus given that the
majority of the balance sheet is deployed locally, either
directly or through the Funds investment into Izandla, an
empowerment platform that was seeded last year and
its 10% investment in Ingenuity. Whilst the local market
remains extremely challenging, we believe that the
strong underlying fundamentals of the existing portfolio
and deep expertise that exist within the Manager
provides significant option value should the local macroeconomic factors shift to a more positive trajectory.

04

Cost efficiency and system
optimisation
Given the downward pressure on the South African revenue
base and increase in uncontrollable expenses (rates and
bad debts), controllable costs continue to be extremely
tightly managed. In isolated instances, certain controllable
costs have increased to above the current rate of inflation.
This additional spend has been focused on improving
client retention and is in the best interests of clients, for
example enhanced security.

INVESTEC PROPERTY FUND
SECTOR UPDATE
SOUTH AFRICA
Macro-economic sentiment has significantly deteriorated
versus the short-term euphoria experienced in Q1.
Confirmation of South Africa entering into a technical
recession in Q2 coupled with the pessimistic global
view of emerging markets has negatively impacted
the performance of South African capital markets. The
ongoing political noise and uncertainty around key
government policy continues to weaken investor, business
and consumer confidence.
The Fund’s view remains that the longer term prospects for
South Africa are promising, however in the short term they
will remain challenging and potentially deteriorate further.
Against this backdrop, the Fund’s diversified portfolio has
achieved a satisfactory performance.
The base South African property portfolio is expected to
deliver low single digit net property income (NPI) growth
for H1 which is reflective of the current South African
operating environment. The Office and Industrial portfolios
have experienced the largest reduction in growth rates,
with the Retail portfolio again delivering the best sectoral
growth, which is impressive considering the constrained
retail environment.

•

negative rental reversions;

•

longer void periods resulting in lower recovery of
ﬁxed costs and municipal charges;

•

increased rates expense;

•

increased security costs; and

•

increased tenant incentive and letting
commissions.

This will result in a deterioration of the cost to income ratio
from those levels reported at year end to c. 19% (March
2018: 16.8%).
Portfolio vacancies in the South African portfolio are
expected to improve to c. 3.2% (March 2018: 4.0%). This
excludes planned refurbishment vacancy of c. 8 600m2
at Design Quarter, The Firs, Musina Mall and Silverlakes.
The total arrears as a percentage of collectables has
remained flat since March 2018 at 3.1%. This ratio
includes tenants that are subject to legal proceedings. If
these were excluded the ratio would reflect 0.8% (March
2018: 1.1%). The smaller industrial and retail tenant base
remains under pressure.

Across the three sectors, NPI growth and cost to income
ratios have been negatively impacted by:
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INVESTEC PROPERTY FUND
SECTOR UPDATE
SOUTH AFRICA
In terms of leasing activity, the Fund has concluded leases
on c. 80% of leases expiring in H1 and 44% of opening
vacancy. On a full year basis, the Fund has concluded
leases on c. two-thirds of space expiring during FY19.

pressure expected to materialise in the remainder of
the year. In force escalations are a key focus in underpinning future growth and have remained at similar levels
to those reported at March 2018.

The weighted average renewal reversion rate for the
total portfolio has reduced as expected. The Fund’s focus
in H1 has been on retaining and attracting tenants to
reduce void periods and ensure sustainability of cash
flows in a very supressed market whilst retaining
optionality through shorter leases. The Fund expects
overall reversions to reflect negative growth of low single
digits on expiry rentals for H1 (FY18: 4.8%) with further

The Fund’s operating expenses increased primarily
from the ratcheted increase on normalisation of asset
management fees relating to the Zenprop portfolio and
increased non-executive directors fees during the period.
Whilst the operating environment remains challenging,
demand continues to exist for quality, well located and well
managed property.
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The Firs

OFFICE
Asking rental growth remains under pressure with visible
or foreseeable oversupply across all major offices nodes,
in particular Sandton, Bryanston and within the next 18
months Rosebank. No demand led drivers are evident
in the current market with the majority of leasing activity
originating from “musical chairs” as corporate tenants
look to benefit from a tenant favourable market.
The resultant downward pressure on rentals with
associated increased incentive costs for landlords to
retain existing or secure new tenants has decreased H1
NPI growth with LFL growth expected to be flat compared to the prior period. Vacancies are expected to
increase to c. 6.2% at September 2018 (March 2018:

5.4%) but remains below the national average. The
increase in vacancies is attributable to vacancies at
Nicol Main in Bryanston, 3 Sandown Valley Close and
the Firs. Leases are close to being concluded for 3 of
the Nicol Main properties (4 500m2) in H2 reducing the
office vacancy by year end. The Firs vacancy will remain
due to planned refurbishment works that will be
complete before calendar year end, after which vacancy
is expected to reduce.
The Office portfolio’s cost to income ratio has futher been
impacted by a significant increase in rates valuations on
5 properties.

INDUSTRIAL
The industrial sector has continued to experience a tough
operating environment and lack of business confidence
with no real growth in asking rentals. Rentals at the expiry
of long dated leases therefore remain under pressure
resulting in negative rental reversions.
The resultant NPI growth for the reporting period is
expected to be marginally negative, driven by longer

void periods on expiring space and negative reversions.
Vacancies will improve to 3.4% (March 2018: 5.7%)
mainly because of letting of opening vacancy and we
expect vacancy to remain at these levels through to the
end of FY19.

Zewenvacht Mall

RETAIL

LOCAL INVESTMENTS

Pressure has continued to mount on the consumer as
evidenced through results reported by several of the large
national retailers in recent months.

Ingenuity Property Investments Limited

The retail sector has displayed defensive characteristics
through a very challenging market with centre turnover
being reported at c. 3.3% on the total portfolio at the end of
August 2018. This reflects an upward trend since a low of
1.9% in January 2018. Excluding Design Quarter (planned
refurbishment) and Balfour (severely impacted by the Rea
Vaya road works), year-on-year rolling turnover growth
reflected 5.8% at August and has been steady at similar
levels through H1.
Retail continues to be the strongest performer in the South
African portfolio with the resultant H1 NPI growth for the
sector expected to be in line with that reported for FY18.
Vacancies are expected to decrease to c. 1.1% (March
2018: 1.2%).
Leasing activity during the period has been very positive,
with almost 80% of space expiring during the full year
already let or renewed. The Fund expects to let most of
the remaining expiring space in H2. The Fund achieved
flat growth on reversions for H1. The overall reversion
growth was significantly impacted by renewals concluded
with two national tenants, where new 7 and 5 year leases
were concluded respectively. Excluding these renewals
the balance of letting activity reflected growth of 6.8%
on expiry.
As highlighted at year end, Edcon has approached the
Fund about store portfolio rationalization of some of its
operations. On a portfolio basis, exposure to the Edcon
Group represents less than 2% of the Fund’s revenue.

There has been no further investment into Ingenuity during the period and the Fund’s average cost of acquisition
remains at R0.84 per share (representing a 36% discount
to Ingenuity’s last reported NAV of R1.32 per share). We
continue to believe Ingenuity offers an attractive investment opportunity into a Western Cape focused portfolio
with significant development opportunity.

Izandla
During the period, the Fund invested a further R52m into
Izandla to support its acquisition of an office property
in Hatfield and the development of a logistics facility for
Sasol on the back of a 15 year lease.
As disclosed at year end, interest on the mezzanine
loans will only be included in distributable income to the
extent serviced.

Design Quarter

OFFSHORE
The Fund has three, well-established offshore platforms into which it can deploy capital. This provides diversity and
choice to the Fund depending on the individual micro and macro dynamics within each geography and the respective
risk adjusted returns on offer. Each platform has on the ground teams offering local expert knowledge.

PAN EUROPEAN
LOGISTICS PLATFORM
(UNLISTED)

INVESTEC AUSTRALIA
PROPERTY FUND
(LISTED)

As disclosed at year end, the Fund completed its initial
investment of €75m into the Pan European logistics
platform on 4 May 2018.

The Fund continues to be a strong supporter of its 20.9%
IAPF investment and their intention to dual-list on the ASX.

The investment is delivering in accordance with our
expectations. Whilst it is early days, the management
team has impressed with their local knowledge, network
and ability to extract value.
During the interim period this investment will contribute
significantly to the Fund’s overall performance, as disclosed in the results announcement provided to the
market in May 2018.
A further €7m of equity will be deployed into the platform to
support the acquisition of four further logistics properties.
The transfer of these properties is expected to take place
before the interim results presentation with acquisition
yields and cash-on-cash returns to IPF in line with those of
the initial transaction.
The Fund remains excited about the prospects of this
investment into an asset class that is showing positive
signs of rental growth and further cap rate compression
because of strong demand driven factors (namely
e-commerce and increasing penetration rates across
Europe) and the weight of global money chasing assets
in the sector.

Australian GDP continues its 27 year growth story, with
most recent data reporting 2.8% growth over the last
12 months. A strong economy coupled with significant
investment by government into infrastructure projects has
driven strong performance in the Sydney and Melbourne
office markets, with growth in net effective rentals being
reported. IAPF has c. 70% of its portfolio located in these
markets and is well positioned to benefit from the strong
growth in these markets.
The recent increase in the IAPF share price will positively
contribute to NAV growth for the interim period. The share
price still reflects a discount to NAV in AUD.
In terms of the distribution from IAPF, AUD distributions
for the period (post WHT) are expected to be flat yearon-year in line with market guidance with IPF achieving c.
4% growth on the core dividend through its FX hedging
strategy, with 100% of the income for H1 and H2 now fully
hedged.
Looking forward, IAPF has informed shareholders that
they will be adjusting their distribution pay-out ratios to align
with other ASX listed REITs and best practice in Australia.
The Fund is supportive of this change as it has only a
short-term dilutionary effect on yield but does not impact
total return to investors as the reduced distribution
increases NAV. This change also enhances IAPF’s ability
to secure Australian capital at a value closer to NAV,
thereby increasing total returns to SA shareholders.

INVESTEC ARGO UK
PROPERTY FUND
(UNLISTED)
The UK market is extremely difficult to price in the current environment due to Brexit uncertainty. Coupled with the quiet
European holiday season, there has been limited transaction activity. The existing portfolio is underpinned by secure
income (10 year WALE) with potential growth in the reversionary rental uplift of the industrial portfolio.

BALANCE SHEET AND
RISK MANAGEMENT
Balance sheet and risk management remains a fundamental focus area for the Fund.
The Fund’s balance sheet is geared at c. 37.2% (March
2018: 32.6%) with the increase due to the investment post
year end into the Pan European logistics portfolio. The
balance sheet remains significantly unencumbered, with
only 38% (March 2018: 32.6%) of investments secured,
providing significant flexibility in terms of future funding
initiatives particularly as debt markets remain attractive.
This has resulted in the Funds corporate rating being
upgraded to A+(za) from A(za) in September 2018.
The Fund’s weighted average cost of funding reduced
to 8.1% (March 2018: 8.6%) because of the Euro debt
introduced to fund the Pan-European investment. On a
like-for-like basis this would have remained at similar
levels reported at year end.
Including cross currency interest rate swaps (CCIRS), the
Fund’s interest rate exposure is 82% hedged at 31 August
2018 (March 2018: 84%) with a weighted average term of
3.5 years (March 2018: 3.8 years).

years, significantly reducing liquidity risk going into a
period of further market uncertainty and increasing the
Fund’s weighted average debt expiry to 3.8 years (March
2018: 2.7 years). The Fund expects to have concluded
final agreements before interim results are released.
The Fund also increased its commercial paper programme to R475m (March 2018: R274m) in line with
previous funding rates and settled R50m of corporate
bonds in July 2018.
During the period, the Fund raised R81 million of equity
through the DRIP offered to shareholders at year end at
R16.60 per share. In addition the Fund expects to realize
approximately R600 million from assets that are currently
under offer. The majority of these expected proceeds
relate to the sale of the Greenhills Pepsico logistics facility
to Equites at a 7% yield. The only remaining condition of
the deal is competition authority approval.

During the period, the fund entered heads of terms with
existing banks to refinance R3.0bn of debt maturing in
the next two years. This represents 66% of bank debt
(and 33% of total debt) maturing during the coming two

GUIDANCE
Based on the continued deterioration of market dynamics, specifically within the office and industrial sectors,
the Fund expects to deliver core DPS growth of between
5%-5.5% for the six-month period ended 30 September
2018. The Fund expects to deliver similar growth for the
year ended 31 March 2019, which is below previously
indicated guidance of 6.5% to 7.5%. In providing this

guidance, the Fund has assumed no material change
to the operating environment and that no further tenant
failures take place in the second half of the year.
The information on which this Investor and Trading
update is based has not been reviewed or reported on
by the Fund’s auditors.
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